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International responsibility law today is in great need of theorizing or, at least, that is the present volume’s argument. This introduction sets the stage for that argument. It unfolds in four steps: first, it clarifies the reasons that led to putting this collection of essays together and explains what it hopes to achieve; second, it introduces the main theoretical challenges addressed in the volume; third, it provides some information about how the book is organized; and, finally, it sketches out the content of its successive chapters and their articulation.

1 THE BACKGROUND TO THE VOLUME

Ten years ago, I co-edited, with John Tasioulas, a collection of essays entitled The Philosophy of International Law.¹ By addressing central philosophical questions about international law, that collection was to contribute to a renaissance in the field and thereby to revive an ancient tradition of theoretical inquiry about international law among international lawyers. The book was a success,² to the extent, at least, that most chapters in the volume rapidly led to active discussions and multiple publications.

Many thanks to Mr Leo Tiberghien, doctoral student and research assistant at the University of Fribourg, and to Ms Mathilde Montaubin, doctoral student at Paris II University and research assistant at the Collège de France, for their excellent editorial assistance.

¹ Samantha Besson and John Tasioulas (eds.), The Philosophy of International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010).
² For other similar endeavours since then, see, e.g., Anne Orford and Florian Hoffmann (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of the Theory of International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016); Robert Kolb, Theory of International Law (Oxford: Hart, 2016); Andrea Bianchi, International Law Theories: An Inquiry into Different Ways of Thinking (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016); Samantha Besson (ed.), International Responsibility: Essays in Law, History and Philosophy (Zürich: Schulthess, 2017); Jean d’Aspremont (ed.), The History and
There is one topic addressed in the book, however, that has curiously not given rise to debate since 2010 and certainly not to any book-length publications. That is the philosophy (or theory, as both terms are used interchangeably here) of international responsibility law, that is, the philosophy of the international law on the responsibility of States and international organizations (IOs) in case of breach of international law. This absence of reaction is even more incomprehensible as the two chapters on responsibility in the book – the first by James Crawford, our late and much missed colleague, and Jeremy Watkins, and the second by Liam Murphy – make for a


Crawford and Watkins, fn. 4.

fascinating and thought-provoking read. They raise multiple philosophical questions John Tasioulas and I thought would be picked up by others, and especially by a younger generation of international law scholars.

To the extent that there is no issue more central to a legal order and the Law than responsibility, the dearth of theorizing on international responsibility law should actually worry us about the state of international law and of its institutions, especially about the state of the State and IOs. As a matter of fact, there is hardly any topic more interesting in any given legal order than the way in which responsibility is conceived and organized. Not only is responsibility an additional source of obligations for the future, it is also a source of legitimate authority for the institutions held responsible and, hence, a key factor in their internal organization.

The neglect of the philosophy of international responsibility law is actually quite concerning in international law, because responsibility has been even more central to the international legal order in practice than it has domestically. There are at least three reasons for that centrality that pertain to the normative and institutional specificities of international law.

First of all, responsibility matters even more particularly in international law because it is still a relatively new legal order, by comparison. This explains, for instance, that the relationship between international legal normativity and responsibility is more direct than it is in domestic legal orders. Indeed, the mutual influence between so-called primary obligations of international law and secondary obligations arising from a breach thereof has been crucial to

---


11 See, e.g., Factory at Chorzów, fn. 5, p. 29: ‘As regards the first point, the Court observes that it is a principle of international law, and even a general conception of law, that any breach of an engagement involves an obligation to make reparation’.

the consolidation of a corpus of international law norms in the first place.\textsuperscript{13} A second reason, which is related to the first, lies in \textit{sovereign equality} and its relationship to equal responsibility.\textsuperscript{14} International responsibility law provides the means to secure the mutual responsibility of equally competent States (and the peoples they stand for). It thereby contributes, by constraining and empowering them at the same time, to making those institutions not only competent or sovereign, but also equal in that sovereignty.\textsuperscript{15} When one knows the role played by sovereign equality in the international legal order, this is not a minor feat of international responsibility law.

A final ground for the specific importance of responsibility in international law pertains to legal personality in the circumstances of \textit{institutional plurality} that characterize international law.\textsuperscript{16} In this context, international responsibility has been tied not only to the recognition of legal personality, as it has domestically, but also to organizing institutional standing for another legal subject (e.g., a State for its people or specific private persons, or an IO for its Member States and their peoples or specific private persons).\textsuperscript{17} This is particularly important in the international institutional order, where the most relevant legal persons in terms of responsibility are institutions.\textsuperscript{18}

Not all responsibility regimes under international law have been left hanging philosophically. By comparison, the philosophy of international criminal law and, hence, the theorizing of the international criminal responsibility of individuals (as opposed to the international responsibility of States or IOs), which was discussed in another pair of chapters – authored respectively by David Luban and R.A. Duff\textsuperscript{19} – in the \textit{2010 Philosophy of International Law}
book, have flourished in the last ten years. That difference cannot be explained by reference to those regimes’ comparative effectiveness in practice, for the individual criminal responsibility regime also has its enforcement issues. It should rather be pinned down to the increasing individualization of international law duties and responsibilities. The most recent and telling example thereof is the current academic efforts and practical focus being placed on an international crime and criminal responsibility of ‘ecocide’ for individuals rather than on international environmental duties of States and IOs and the latter’s corresponding responsibilities if those duties are breached.

True, there have been lots of interesting new publications on the law on international responsibility of States and IOs in the past few years, including, most recently, in the wake of the celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the International Law Commission’s codification or ‘encoding’ of that law. It has also been the case on specific issues such as ‘shared responsibility’ in cases of collective and joint wrongful acts and complex causation of harm.  


21 See, e.g., Stop Ecocide Foundation, Independent Expert Panel for the Legal Definition of Ecocide: Commentary and Core Text, June 2021. Available at: https://static.squarespace.com/static/522a56c84b04499f62eb069b708e6f69fae2235e2a47f6a62468879748/SE+Foundation+Commentary+and+core+text+rev+6.pdf, last accessed 14 April 2022.  


by multiple States and/or IOs or, more recently, ‘multilateral responsibility’ in areas of common concern. However, there has been no or very little in-depth engagement with the philosophy of responsibility in those publications.

At the same time, there is a revival in discussions of collective (and especially institutional) responsibility among moral and political theorists, including on the responsibility of States and other public institutions. None of those new philosophical publications, however, broach the legal aspects thereof (except regarding the responsibility of private collective persons under domestic criminal or corporate law), not to mention international responsibility law, which is usually simply ignored.


27 Worse, many of the recent philosophical discussions of so-called corporate responsibility usually confute the responsibility of public and private collective persons, including that of States and business corporations. They do not question the first and original analogy in legal history between the State’s corporation and private persons (see Alain Supiot, ‘État, entreprise et démocratie’, in Pierre Musso (ed.), L’entreprise contre l’État? (Paris: Editions Manucius, 2017), pp. 13–31), and thereby unreflectively endorse its contemporary reversal that consists in constructing State responsibility on the model of corporate (business) responsibility (see Besson, Reconstructing the International Institutional Order, fn. 10, paras. 60–62). For an example of such a confutation, see Samuel Mansell, John Ferguson, David Gindis and Avia Pasternak, ‘Rethinking Corporate Agency in Business, Philosophy, and Law’ (2009) 154(4) Journal of Business Ethics 893–899.

28 For an exception, see Fleming, Leviathan on a Leash, fn. 3. Of course, mastering both sides of the scholarship is by no means easy, and gathering the present volume’s contributors in the first
As a matter of fact, a philosophical reflection about international responsibility law has become even more urgent today than it was ten years ago. Indeed, the general law of international State and IO responsibility is in flux again. Many had, curiously, thought that the ILC’s 2001 and 2011 codifications would settle the practice for a while, but their universal and general (customary) authority is increasingly contested. In addition, years of active and passive contribution to global warming and nearly two years of global pandemic, to cite only those, have sadly put the current regime of international responsibility law to the test. Some argue, therefore, that the ILC Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (hereafter ARSIWA) and Draft Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations (hereafter ARIO) may just have been one stage in the development of international responsibility law and have already proposed new, or at least complementary, sets of principles and articles.

There are at least three dimensions in what one may refer to as the contemporary ‘crisis’ in the practice of international (State and IO) responsibility law that match other, broader crises in contemporary international law. place and then ensuring sufficient mutual learning and dialogue between them have actually proven more difficult than expected.

It should be clear by now, indeed, that the regime of ‘international responsibility law’ cannot be reduced to the 2001 and 2011 ILC codifications thereof. There was such customary international law before those codifications and that law is still more encompassing today. On the nature and place of international responsibility law in the international legal order and how one may understand ‘change’ in that context, see Nollkaemper, Chapter 2.


See fn. 5.

First, binding international legal obligations (that may be breached and give rise to responsibility) no longer matter as much anymore by comparison to other types of ‘norms’ (crisis of the normativity of international law). The distinct normative consequences of the breach of those other norms by comparison to those of international responsibility have an impact on the latter.\(^\text{35}\) Second, States and IOs are just two of the many institutions one may want to hold responsible along an institutional spectrum that has become much more diversified (crisis of the institutions of international law). The latter have indeed become increasingly private or at least straddle the public/private distinction, thereby diluting the relevance of public institutions therein or at any rate their specificities and those of their responsibility.\(^\text{36}\) Finally, and it is related, legal responsibility for wrongful acts is only one of many ‘liability’ mechanisms available in practice (crisis of the modes of accountability in international law). It is moreover probably not the most efficient one for institutions such as IOs in particular. It is therefore increasingly replaced by other, broader and vaguer mechanisms of so-called accountability in international relations.\(^\text{37}\)

Those three ‘crises’ should not only fuel the legal reform of international responsibility law, but also concomitantly, and one may argue even in priority, stir a philosophical ‘critique’ thereof. It is this conviction that brought me to conceive the present collection of essays and to organize the conference during which the various essays were discussed. This volume should therefore be read as a new attempt at bringing philosophers of responsibility law in dialogue with international responsibility law specialists.

2 THE AIMS OF THE VOLUME

The time has come to say a little more about the specific dimensions of the dialogue the present volume hopes to launch between philosophers of responsibility law and international responsibility lawyers and about the topics they are addressing.

\(^\text{35}\) See, e.g., Nollkaemper, ‘Responsibility’, fn. 4.
This collection of essays’ starting point is that many of the current challenges facing international responsibility law in practice – some of which have been mentioned previously – are of an institutional nature. More precisely, they may be said to stem from weaknesses in the original conceptualization of the responsibility of public institutions such as States and IOs in international law and of what makes their responsibility specific. Those institutions do not merely amount to collective persons as opposed to individuals – and this is a first and very important difference – but they are also public institutions as opposed to private collective persons or even to private institutions.

It suffices here to mention three of these conceptual or institutional shortcomings to understand their repercussions on the contemporary practice of States’ and IOs’ international responsibility law.

First of all, one could start by pointing at the private law analogies (particularly through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries’ reception of the categories of Roman private law into international law and, later on, through the analogies with various domestic legal regimes pertaining to torts or delicts) in the origins of the international responsibility regime of public institutions such as States first and then IOs. Those private law analogies still pervade the current regime of international State and IO responsibility. Secondly, one could also mention, as a consequence, the identification of those collective public institutions with private (mostly individual/natural or, more rarely, collective/legal) persons when it comes to organizing the practicalities of their responsibility (especially attribution) under international law. This individualization of States and IOs has led to a skewed understanding of the further

35 See Besson, Reconstructing the International Institutional Order, fn. 10, paras. 84–86.
39 This is not to say, of course, that the international law on the responsibility of individuals and of other institutions, especially private ones, is not relevant philosophically – as I explained before, it is the topic that has mostly been addressed by legal philosophers –, but the present collection focuses on the philosophy of the international responsibility of States and IOs. Note, however, that contributors have been invited to think broadly and to include other public institutions such as cities or regions in their arguments, for instance, but also to reflect on the public/private divide and its consequences in terms of international responsibility law more generally.
relationships between institutions, especially public ones, and their members, as between States within IOs, and of their consequences for the individual and/or collective responsibility of either of them. Finally, and conversely, while intentional fault or negligence is very present in private tort law, its role is usually evaded in international responsibility law, mainly for reasons that have to do with the private analogy and the individualization of State and IO responsibility. This leaves an important part of international responsibility without a clear justification, however, even more so as the current regime does not always entail an additional requirement of harm for international responsibility to arise.

Curiously, international lawyers’ reactions to those three conceptual and institutional challenges have generally not been informed by discussions among theorists or philosophers of the law of responsibility (in domestic private, public or criminal law). This is regrettable, as the three distinctions mentioned—between public and private types of responsibility, between individual and collective responsibility and between fault-based and purely causal responsibility—have been addressed by the latter. Nor do international responsibility lawyers usually resort to comparative domestic (public, private or criminal) law in this area. They often confine themselves to discussing solutions within international law. Yet, not only are the international law solutions very limited, but they also have their roots in (justified or not) analogies with one or the other domestic (and mainly Western traditions of origin of the drafters or interpreters of the international responsibility law regime.

Conversely, however, responsibility law theorists (tort or delict law theorists, but also (the fewer) theorists of the responsibility of public institutions) have paid very little attention to the international responsibility of States and IOs, and therefore to international law relating thereto. There is a remarkable difference in this respect with the field of criminal responsibility law theory, where both domestic and international law aspects of the criminal responsibility (of individuals) have been addressed together by criminal legal theorists,

---

42 See Besson, ‘The Challenge of Fairness Unveiled’, fn. 3.
44 See Duff, Chapter 3, for references.
45 On this question, see Delmas-Marty, Chapter 16.